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Abstract 

A language, based on ACP (Algebra. of Communicating Processes), is proposed to describe and verify real 
time systems using a. discrete time sea.le. This language is ca.lied ACP~,- ACP.,., is the timeless variant 
of ACP~, - Contrary to many other proposals for real time languages ACP~, is simple, but powerful. It 
unifies real time, abstraction, parallelism and communication in one algebraic framework. 

We give a. set of axioms describing the properties of ACP~., together with a. corresponding operational 
semantics . Furthermore, we define an interpretation of ACP.,., in ACP~., thereby fixing an intuition be

hind time in ACP.,., . Some examples show the use of ACP~, -
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1 Introduction 

Distributed computer systems working on a real time basis find an increasing number of applications, 
especially in industry. Therefore, it is worthwhile to develop formal techniques in order to construct 
reliable and correct real time computer systems. We call any system a real time system if its interac
tions with the environment must satisfy certain time constraints. These constraints can be of various 
kinds, e.g. maximal reaction times, minimal delay times etc. 

The importance of real time is illustrated by the huge amount of papers that have been published 
in the last decade. To mention just a few : [1, 11, 18, 20, 24, 25, 27, 28], most of them introducing 
real time into process algebra in different ways. It is our feeling that most existing approaches are 
complicated, which decreases their use in practical applications. Therefore, we start from a simple 
idea, namely that the proceeding of a time unit is represented by an action, which we denote by t and 
which we call a time step, and elaborate on it in the well developed setting of ACP [3, 6] obtaining 
ACP~. - Technically, our approach is closest to the work of RICHIER, SIFAKIS and VOIRON [28]. 

The idea turns out to work well, both for the development of theory and in examples. Because 
we can use the techniques available in ACP we have parallelism and abstraction almost for free in 
our framework. We present an operational model in Plotkin style together with a complete axiom 
system for weak bisimulation semantics [22]. Weak bisimulation is arbitrarily chosen. The theory 
could as well be developed using for instance branching bisimulation [16, 13], ready trace semantics, 
failure semantics etc. We introduce several delay operators and we illustrate their use by an example. 
Finally, we show how ACP,,.. processes can be interpreted in ACP~, preserving existing identities 
between ACP n expressions. 

The idea that the proceeding of time is modeled by an action, is criticized for the following reason. 
From an operational perspective it is not natural to take time to be an action, because actions can 
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2 2 THE LANGUAGE AND ITS AXIOMS 

be prevented from happening. This means that time can be blocked, which is impossible in reality. 
However, we think that blocking time is rather useful for analysis of real time systems. For instance, 
when two systems are composed in parallel in such a way that one system must synchronize at times 
the other is not available, analysis will reveal that time cannot proceed from a certain point onwards 
without violating the behavior of one of the subsystems. In this case a time deadlock indicates the 
time inconsistency in the composition. It is of course clear that only systems without time deadlocks 
can be implemented. 

2 The language and its axioms 

ACP!, is an algebraic theory about real time processes that has two parameters, Act and 1 . Act is 
a (possibly infinite) set of atomic actions representing the different basic activities of these processes. 
These actions are considered to be pointwise in time, i.e. their execution does not take time. 1 : 
Act x Act --+ Act is a communication function. It is a partial, associative and commutative function 
that defines how actions in Act can synchronize in order to obtain interactions between processes. 

The signature of ACP~, consists of a constant name for all actions in Act. Furthermore, it contains 
a constant t, the time step, that represents the progress of one time unit. In this art icle a time unit 
corresponds to a physical amount of time, such as for instance a millisecond or a minute. A constant 
6 is included, called inaction, which cannot perform any activity. 6 cannot even take part in the 
proceeding of time. A constant t stands for the empty process, which can do nothing but terminate 
immediately, and a constant T represents an internal action. Just as the actions in Act, T is also 
pointwise in time. 

The signature contains the binary operators + ( alternative composition), · (sequential composition) 
and II (parallel composition) . All these operators behave as in ACP.,.. with as differences that the 
action t must synchronously happen in both sides of the parallel operator and the execution of the 
sequential operator does not take t ime. In contrast with other approaches [l, 18, 24, 25] the + is not 
time deterministic, i.e. in t • p + t • q a choice is made between t • p and t • q by selecting an initial t . The 
function name for sequential composition is often omitted in process expressions. As usual, to give a 
finite axiomatization of the parallel operator (23], the left-merge (IL) and the communication-merge 
(I) are introduced. In the left-merge the first action must come from the left hand side. This action 
may not be a t action. The first action of the communication-merge must be a synchronization of two 
actions, each from one component . These actions may be internal steps. · binds stronger than II, IL 
and I which in turn bind stronger than +. 

The encapsulation operator ( 8H, H ~ Act) and the abstraction operator ( TJ, I ~ Act) are the 
unary operators in ACP~, - The encapsulation operator renames actions in H to 6 and the abstraction 
operator renames actions in I to T. These operators are not allowed to rename t and T. 

The signature of ACP~, is summarized in table 1. 

Example 2.1. We will try to give the reader some idea about the properties of the language ACP!,. 
Consider the process expressions: 

l. a · t · b + c · t · t · d, 

2. a· b, 

3. a"' = a · a · a · .... 

The first process must immediately perform either an a or a c action. If it starts with an a action, then 
after exactly one time unit it must perform a b. If it initially selects a c action, then two time units 
later, it must do ad. The second process must perform an a, instantaneously followed by ab; a and b 
happen at the same time, only b depends causally on a . The last process illustrates an imperfection in 
the current approach. Here a"' is the process that can do an infinite number of a actions in no time. 
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E(ACP .,.,): constants a for any atomic action a E Act 
8 inaction 
T silent action 
t: empty process 
t time step 

unary operators: aH encapsulation, for any H ~ Act 
Tr hiding, for any / ~ Act 

binary operators: + alternative composition 
sequential composition (sum) 

II parallel composition (merge) 
11. left-merge 
I communication-merge 

Table 1. 

Later we will give constructs that enable us to define a"' precisely. Intuitively, such a process is not 
very appealing and, although we can get rid of it by introduction of some constraints on processes, 
we do not feel that this kind of process definitions will yield any problem when using our algebra. 

Equalities between process terms can be calculated using the normal inference rules of equational 
logic. These rules are summarized in table 3. In the table p, q, r, Pi, P2, qi, q2 are open terms over the 
signature of ACP~.- 01 stands for aH or TI and 02 may be replaced by+,·, II, 11. or I- a is a substitu
tion assigning a process term to each variable. Substitutions can be applied to terms in the standard 
way. A set T of axioms proves an equation p = q, notation T f-- p = q, if there is an equational logic 
proof tree with root p = q from the axioms in T in the usual sense. 

The set of axioms of ACP~. in table 2 characterizes the basic properties of the function symbols 
in the signature. In this table a, b range over Act6 = Act U { 8} and x, y, z are variables. The 
axiom system is sound and complete for recursion free closed process expressions with respect to an 
operational model, which will be given in the sequel. The axioms mainly have the usual form of 
ACP axioms [3, 5]. However, there are a few differences with previous work concerning the axioms of 
the auxiliary operators. The differences are due to the empty process and real time in combination 
with the communication-merge. The most remarkable new axioms are EM6, TIMI and EM13. EM6 
says that two terminated processes in a communication-merge are indistinguishable from the empty 
process. Note that with this axiom we can easily derive that t: II t: = f. TIMI expresses that time 
cannot proceed in only one component of the merge. Axiom EM13 is an axiom with no clear intuition. 
Our choice is mainly motivated by theorem 6.6, which would not hold if our axioms were chosen as 
usual. As we will see by introducing the operational model, no unwanted identities between processes 
without auxiliary function names ( 11., I) are introduced. Therefore, we feel that the use of EM13 is 
justified. 

ACP.,., is the theory obtained by leaving out all references to t. This means that the signature 
of ACP.,., is the signature of ACP~. without t. The axioms can be found in table 2 by leaving out 
Tlt,T3t,TIM1-TIM5,TID and TIT. All definitions that will be given for ACP~. also apply to ACP.,... 

ACP~. can be used to define finite processes, directly. We specify infinite processes by means of 
(sets of) equations. For example, the equation x = a · x specifies the process a"' ( =a • a· ... infinitely 
many a's) because it is the only solution of this equation . 

Not all equations have unique solutions, e.g. any process satisfies the equation x = x. Therefore, we 
introduce a guarded recursive specification as a set of guarded recursive equations. We will formulate 
two principles, RDP and RSP, together stating that any guarded recursive specification defines exactly 
one process. 

Definition 2.2. Let p be an open term over the signature ACP~.- An occurrence of a variable x in 
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ACP~. x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z 
x+y=y+x 
x+x=x 
(x + y)z = xz + yz 
(xy)z = x(yz) 
x+6=x 
bx= 6 
tX = X 
Xt = X 

x II y = xll.y + yll.x + x I y 
tll.x = o 
axll.y = a(x II y) 
(x + y)ll.z = xll.z + yll.z 
xly=ylx 
t It= t 
t I ax= o 
ax I by = ( a I b) ( x II y) 
(x + y) I z = x I z + y I z 

8H(T) = T 
8H(t) = t 
8H(t) = t 
8H(a) = a if a (/. H 
8H(a) = o if a E H 
OH(X + y) = OH(x) + aH(Y) 
OH(xy) = 8H(x)8H(Y) 

p=p E:!l 
q=p 

Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
AB 
A9 

EMl 
EM2 
EM3 
EM4 
EM5 
EM6 
EM7 
EM8 
EM9 

DT 
TID 
DE 
D1 
D2 
D3 
D4 

2 THE LANGUAGE AND ITS AXIOMS 

aT = a Tla 
TT= T Tlb 
tT = t Tlt 
T·x+x=T·X T2 
a( TX + y) = a( TX + y) + ax T3 
t(Tx + y) = t(Tx + y) + tx T3t 

a I b = -y(a, b) if -y(a, b) defined 
a I b = 6 if -y( a, b) undefined 

Txll.y = T(x II y) EMlO 
txll.y = 6 TIMI 
t I tx = 6 TIM2 
f I TX= t IX EMll 
TX I ay = x I ay EM12 
Tx I Ty= T(x II y) EM13 
tx I ty = t(x II y) TIM3 
tx I ay = 6 TIM4 
tx I TY= tx I y TIM5 

TJ(T) = T Tll 
T1(t) = t TIT 
TJ(t) = t TE 
T1(a) = a if a(/. I TI2 
T1(a) = T if a E J TI3 
TJ(X + y) = TJ(X) + TJ(Y) TI4 
T1(xy) = TJ(x)T1(y) TI5 

Table 2. 

cr(p) = cr(q) if p = q is an axiom 

Table 3. 
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p is guarded if it occurs in a subterm a · p1 of p and p does not contain the T/ operator. p is guarded if 
all variables occur guarded in p. 

Definition 2.3. A set E of equations of the form { Xi = Pili E J} over the signature ACP~,, with J 
an index set, is called a recursive specification over ACP~, if for every variable x in Pi (i E J), x = x; 
for some j E J. Eis called a guarded recursive specification over ACP~, if Eis a recursive specification 
and if every Pi (i E J) is guarded. 

Principle 2.4. (Recursive Definition Principle, RDP). Every recursive specification has at least one 
solution. 

Principle 2.5. (Recursive Specification Principle, RSP) . Every guarded recursive specification has 
at most one solution. 

Using both principles, we can specify real time processes by guarded recursive specifications. 

Example 2.6. A typical real time device is a stopwatch . It can be used to measure time durations. 
Suppose the stopwatch has as visible actions go, stop, reset and read" for all time values n E N with 
their obvious meanings. The stopwatch is given by the following infinite system of guarded recursive 
equations. Here Stopwatch(i) and Stopwatch(i) are variables for every i E N. The process that we 
want to specify is the (unique) solution for Stopwatch(O). 

Stopwatch( i) stop · Stopwatch( i) + 
readi · Stopwatch(i) + 
t · Stopwatch(i + 1), 

Stopwatch(i) = go· Stopwatch(i) + 
reset · Stopwatch(O) + 
readi · Stopwatch(i) + 
t · Stopwatch(i). 

The stopwatch can either be measuring time (represented by Stopwatch(i)), in which case its internal 
counter is incremented every time unit or its internal counter can be stopped, which is indicated by 
the barred variant of the stopwatch. Note that it is not possible that the action go and reset take 
place when the internal counter is counting while stop cannot happen when the internal counter is 
stopped. The counter contains also other internal design choices. One of them is that go and stop 
can succeed each other infinitely fast, which may be hard to build in a real system. 

The last example shows that it is useful to have a notation for the solution of a guarded recursive 
specification. We therefore introduce the following angular bracket notation. 

Notation 2.7. Let Ebe a guarded recursive specification in which a variable x occurs. The (unique) 
solution for x in Eis written as < xJE >. 

The construct < xJE > may occur as a process term. It will be treated as a constant. So the 
process term a • a• < xix = ax > is a valid term, representing of course a"'. Any term not containing 
these constants is called recursion free. The fact that < xJE > is the solution of x in E is expressed 
by the following axiom: 

REC: < xJE >=< p.,JE > if x = p., EE. 

< p.,JE > is an abbreviation for the term p., where every occurrence of a variable y in p., is replaced 
by< yJE >. 
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With the constants < xlE > RDP is not needed in the sequel. Therefore, we will not consider 
RDP any further. RSP, however, will play an important role. Using the notation for the solution of 
a guarded recursive specification, we can state RSP more precisely: 

Principle 2.8. (RSP). Let E be a guarded recursive specification containing the variable x and let 
u be a substitution. The following inference rule scheme is a rephrasing of RSP: 

RSP · u(E) 
· u(x) =< xlE > 

Here u(E) is an abbreviation for {u(x) = u(p.,)lx = p., EE}. 

This rule must be read as follows. Suppose we can prove the equations in a(E), which means that we 
can show that a(x) is a solution for x in E. Then, RSP says that u(x) is equal to the unique solution 
for x in E, i.e. < xlE >. 

We remark that RSP is not an axiom, but an inference rule scheme. For every guarded recursive 
specification E, substitution a and variable x in E, there is a variant of RSP. If E consists of an 
infinite set of equations, then the inference rule has an infinite number of premises. Inference rules 
generated by RSP can occur in proofs, beside the normal rules of equational logic. If this is the case, 
this is written as RSP 1-- p = q. 

Example 2.9. Suppose we have the following processes, where an is used as an abbreviation for n 
sequential occurrences of a: 

We can prove using REC and RSP that p = q by showing that both p and q satisfy the recursive 
equation z = a6 z. From the definitions of p and q we can derive by REC p =<xix= a2x >= a2 < 
xix = a2 x >= a4 < xix = a2 x >= a6 < xix = a2 x >= a6 p and in the same way q =< ylx = a3 y >= 
a3 < ylx = a3 y >= a6 < ylx = a 3 y >= a6 q. Now it can be concluded by RSP that p =< zlz = a6 z > 
and q =< zlz = a6 z >. Therefore, RSP + REC 1-- p = q. 

3 Delays 

In this section we introduce several delay processes and study some of their properties. Delay processes 
can wait an indefinite (but sometimes bounded) amount of time before terminating. They can be used 
to specify that actions must happen in certain time intervals. 

The (general) delay, which we denote by b., is defined as follows: 

b. =< xix = t • x + f. > . 

The process b. can always terminate or wait one time unit. 
The general delay must not be confused with delays that occur elsewhere in the literature. In 

synchronous calculi [21, 29] b. (also used as operator and written as t5(p) and b.(p)) is the process that 
can do an arbitrary number of 1 actions before terminating (or performing p). In [7, 8) b. is used to 
represent divergence, i .e. the possibility to perform unbounded internal activity. 

The general delay immediately suggests a variant, the bounded delay b.n. The process b.n can wait 
maximal n time units before terminating. It is defined by: 
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where E is a recursive specification containing the equations (n E N) : 

xo = f, 

Xn+ l = t · Xn + f . 

Example 3.1. We can now specify the following processes 

The first process can once do an action a and then time can pass. Possibly, after some time action b 
can happen, but this is not necessary. In the second case action b must happen after the occurrence 
of a within at most 15 time units . 

Lemma 3.2. We have the following identities concerning 6 and 6n , provable using the axioms 
ACP~., REC and RSP: 

1. D. = D. + f, 

Proof. 

1. D. = tD. + f = tD. + f + f = D. + f . 

2. Take as an equation: X = tX + 6 + f . Then D.D. and D. are both solutions of this equation. 

D. = 6 + D. = tD. + 1: + D. 

Hence, with RSP, D.D. = D. . 

3. We show that rD. and D.rD. are both solutions of X = tX + r6. 

4. By induction on n. (n = 0) 6n6 = E6 = D.. (n ~ 0) D.n+ 1D. = tD.,.D. + 6 = tD. + f + D. = 
6+D.=D.. 

D 

We remark that the identity 6,. · D.m = D.n+m is not derivable. Consider for instance the case where 
m = n = 1. Then D.m · D.11 = t(t + E) + t + f. On the other hand D.2 = t(t + E) + f , In the operational 
model, which is given in section 5, these two processes are not equal. 

Lemma 3.3. With the axioms in ACP~. and REC we can show that D. distributes over+, prefixed 
actions and the empty process. 

1. (x + y) II D. = x II D. + Y II D. , 
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2. ax II A = a(x II A) a E Act..-t6, 

3. f II A= f . 

Proof. 

1. x+y II A= (x+y)ILA+AIL(x+y)+(x+y) I A= xlLA+ylLA+tAIL(x+y)+flL(x+y)+x I A+y I 
A= xliA+x I A+yliA+y I A= xliA+AILx+x I A+AILy+ylLA+x I A= x II A+y II A. 

2. ax II A= axil.A+ All.ax+ ax I tA + ax If= a(x II A)= a(x II A) for a E Act, 
tx II A= txliA + Alitx + tx I tA = t(x II A), 
ox II A= oil.A+ Alio + o I A= o I tA + o If= o = ox, 
TX II A= rxll.A + Ali TX+ A I TX= r(xll.A) + tA I TX+ f I TX= r(x II A)+ tA Ix+ f I TX= 
r(x II A)+ A I x = r(x II A) . 

3. f II A= fliA + flif + tAlif + f I tA + t It= f If= f. 

D 

A can always be delayed or terminated, controlled by its environment. For instance, Aa in 8{a,a}(Aa II 
ii) with -y(a, a) = a• behaves as a and therefore, the delay in Aa is forced to terminate immediately. 
Sometimes, one wants to describe delays that can independently of the context decide to wait or to 
terminate. The context has to adapt itself in this case. For this purpose autonomous delays I'o,I'1 
and r 2 are introduced: 

fo = <xix= TtX + T > 
r1 = < xix = rtx + f > 
f2 = < xix = tx + T > 

The r's in I'; (i = 0, 1, 2) indicate that by some internal activity, options to terminate or to proceed 
can be lost. In r 1, for instance, an internal r-step makes immediate termination impossible. 

The following theorem gives a number of derivable facts about the autonomous delays. 

Lemma 3.4. ACP~, + REC + RSP f-

ro fo + T r 1 r1 + f r2 = r2 +r 
roro = rro r1r1 r1 r2r2 rr2 

Tfo = I'orI'o Tf1 f1Tf1 rr2 = f2Tf2 
A II ro = ro A II r1 r 1 A II r2 = r2 

Proof. The proofs have the same structure as the proof of lemma 3.2 D 

It is possible to give the finite versions of the autonomous delays also. Here, we only define r 0 as the 
finite variant of ro which will be used in the next example. 

r;: =< x,.IE > 

where E consists of the equations (i E 1'1): 

Xo = f, 

Xi+i rtx; +r. 
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In this section a manufacturing workcell is presented that shows how time can be used to describe and 
verify timed systems. In the system it is important that certain actions happen just because time has 
passed. Further, there are actions that cannot be guaranteed to happen at predefined times. In the 
system a datalink can deliver messages in time, but the exact time the delivery takes is not known. 

The workcell is structured as described in [9]. It consists of two workstations, called W1 and 
W2, which actually produce products, and a transport system, TS, that transports products from 
workstation W1 to W2 • In this case TS is thought to be a simple conveyor belt which can only carry 
one product at a time. The last main component of the workcell is a workcell controller (WC) that 
coordinates all activities in the workcell. 

Workcell W1 needs one time unit to produce a product. Then the L .nsport system takes exactly 
three time units to transfer this product to workcell W2. Products that arrive at W2 can enter W2 by 
a small gate that can be opened and closed by W2. Whenever a product arrives, it should always be 
open. It is assumed that this gate closes automatically when a product has entered W2. This is not 
explicitly specified. The workcell controller is connected with the workstations by two asynchronous 
point to point datalinks D 1 and D2 through which it can send coordinating messages to the workcells. 
D 1 connects WC with W1 and D2 connects WC with W2. Datalink D2 delivers its messages exactly 
in one time unit. Datalink D1 autonomously decides to do it in in 0,1 or 2 time units. The workcell 
controller first sends a message to W1 to say that it must send a product to W2 using the transport 
system. After some time it sends a message to W2 saying that it must open its gate because a product 
is arriving. This is done in such a way that the gate is only open as short as possible. As the control 
system of this workcell is fairly primitive and there are uncertainties in the delivery time of datalink 
D 1 , the transport system is not optimally used. 

The system is given as the solution of the following equations. See also figure 1. Capitals are used 
as variables for readability. 

with H = {ri,sili = 1,2,3,4} U {outw,,inw,,inTs,outTs} and ,(ri,si) = ci, ,(outw,,inTs) = 
enterTs, ,(outTs,inw,) = leaveTs- The actions ri,si and Ci describe respectively a receive, a send 
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and a resulting communication at port i (see the numbers in figure 1). The other action names are 
self-explaining. 

W1 = b.r1toutw1 W1 

W2 b.r2t openb.inw, W2 

WC S3t2 S4t4WC 

TS = b.inTst3outTsTS 

D1 b.r3f~s1D1 

D2 = b.r4t s2D2 

The behavior of the whole system is expected to be the following: The workcell controller sends a 
message to W1. After receipt of this message a product is put on the conveyor belt. While it is being 
transported to W2 the workcell controller sends a message to W2 saying that it must open the gate. 
Then, the product arrives at W2 and the whole process starts over again. We are especially interested 
how long the gate is open before the arrival of a product . This can be studied by hiding all actions in 
S except open and leaveTS · Hence, we are interested in the behavior of 

rr(S) 

where J = {c;ji = 1,2,3,4} U {enterTs}. We will only write down the result of the verification. 
The verification itself is straightforward . r1(S) is a solution for U1 in the following set of guarded 
equations. 

U1 = r·(r·U3+r·U4), 

U2 leaveTs · U1 + r - leaveTs · U3 + r · leaveTs · U4 , 

U3 t · (rt3 · o-pe,n · t2 · U2 + r · t3 
· o-pe,n · t - leaveTs · t · U1), 

U4 = t 4 
· o-pe,n · leaveTs · t 2 

· U1 . 

We see that the system does not contain any deadlocks and the gate is open for at most two time 
units. But the behavior of the system is more complicated than expected. Only if one looks precisely 
at the specification, one can see that there is a good reason for this . Consider the case where delivery 
of a message in D1 takes two time units. Then the system arrives at U2 via U3. In U2 the situation 
is that a product is ready to enter W2 and WC has just issued a new message via D1 to W1 . Now 
there are three actions that can happen. The product can enter W2 or D1 can decide to deliver the 
message in O or in more than O time units . In the last case it is known that the next product will 
arrive after more than four time units (second option in U2 ) or after exactly four time units (third 
option) when leaveTs takes place. Therefore, U2 cannot be identified with leaveTs · U1 and thus all 
equations are necessary. We need the axiom abx + aby = a(bx + by) valid in ready trace semantics 
(13] to prove rr(S) equal to S2, defined by the equation : 

S2 = r(t4o-pe,n leaveTst2 + t4 o-pe,n t leaveTst + t4 o-pe,n t2 leaveTs) S2. 

The ready trace axiom is not valid in weak bisimulation semantics which will be introduced in the 
next section, but it respects deadlock behavior. 

We can try to improve the performance of the workcell by letting the workcell controller issue its 
commands faster. Define a new workcell controller and a workcell S' by: 

S' 8s(W1 11 W2 II WC' 11 TS 11 D1 11 D2), 

WC' S3t2 s4t2WC1
• 
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H, 1 are the same as above. We are now only interested in the time consistency of WC'. Therefore 
all actions are hidden. It turns out that TJ(WC') (J = JU {leaveTs,open}) is the solution for X of 
the following equations (again the law abx + aby = a(bx + by) is used). 

X r · t4 
• (X + Y), 

Y = r·(t·6+t4 -X). 

A time deadlock occurs in Y. This means that the time constraints of the components of S' were 
incompatible. And indeed, in S' it is possible that W1 must put a product on the conveyor belt, while 
the transport system TS still needs one time unit before it is capable to accept this product from W1 . 

As in any implementation time cannot be blocked, the new workcell cannot be built . 

5 An operational semantics for ACP~f 

We give an operational semantics to ACP~, which corresponds to a way ACP~,-terms can be executed. 
In this way we show directly how ACP~,-terms can be seen as processes. The completeness of the 
axioms with respect to the operational semantics will be shown. Thus, there is a direct correspondence 
between the two. This means that the axioms indeed capture the idea of processes. 

The semantics of an ACP~,-term is given using a transition relation ---+ that defines the behavior 
of terms. If process p can perform action a then this is denoted by a transition p __'.:__, q. The action 
a is called the label of the transition and the term q represents the resulting behavior. The transition 
relation is defined by the Transition System Specification (TSS) [17] in table 4. The rules Rl-Rl2.3 
are inference rules. All transitions between closed ACP~,-terms that are derivable using these rules 
are in the transition relation ---+. 

Labels in the transition relation are chosen from Actt-r✓ = Act U { t, r, ✓}. The label ✓ denotes 
termination, t represents the proceeding of a time unit and r the occurrence of an internal action. In 
table 4 a and b range over Actt-r✓ and c ranges over Act unless explicitly stated otherwise. x, y, z are 
variables. 

Only some rules are explained here. For the others we refer to [12, 17) in particular for rules 12.2 
and 12.3. Rule 7.2 is introduced to allow p I q to terminate if both p and q can terminate, and to 
make it possible that if r's can occur as initial steps in both p and q, then p I q can perform an initial 
r-step. This is introduced for the proof of lemma 6.6. Note that this only influences the behavior of 
the communication merge, which is just an auxiliary operator. Rule 5.4 indicates that t-actions in 
both sides of the parallel operator can communicate. 

The behavior of a term is now given by the transitions it can perform, whereby the names of 
intermediate processes are of no interest. However, this is not yet satisfying. Consider for example 
the transitions belonging to the expressions a and af + a, depicted in figure 2. The forgotten names of 
the intermediate states are put between brackets. We can see that the transition system (TS) of a+ aE 
is shaped as two transition systems for a. Operationally, it does not make any difference whether the 
a-side or the aE-side is executed. Therefore, we would like to equate the TS of a + aE such that it 
becomes equal to the TS for a. 

In order to obtain this, we consider strong bisimulation equivalent process terms as equal. Strong 
bisimulation equivalence is chosen as it is the coarsest relation that does not alter the operational 
behavior of a transition system. Due to the rules 12.1-12.3 this captures exactly weak bisimulation . 

Definition 5.1. A relation R ~ between ACP~,-terms is called a bisimulation relation if it satisfies 
the transfer property, i.e.: 

1. if p R q and p __'.:__, p' for a E Actt-r✓ then 3q' such that q __'.:__, q' and p' R q', 

2. if p R q and q __'.:__, q' for a E Actt-r✓ then 3p' such that p __'.:__, p' and p' R q'. 
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f: Rl: 

a E Actt.,. : R2: 

+: R3.1: 

R4.1 : 

II: R5.1: 

R5.3: 

lL : R6: 

I= R7.1: 

R9: 

T[ : Rl0 .1 

recursion: R11 : 

✓ 
f ---+ 6 

c& 
a---+£ 

.. ~.,, if a E Act 
ZJl~z'y t-r 

.,~.,, if a E Act 
zll11~z'll11 .,-

a. I b ' .,___,., y---,y .f ( b) -
c 1 1 a, - c 

zlly---,z'IIY' 

.. ~.,, .f A 
[ .. 1 a E ct.,. 

., y---,z' IIY 

a. I b I 

R3.2: 

R4.2: 

R5.2: 

R5.4: 

.,___.., c y---,y if 1 (a, b) = c R7.2: 
zly---,z' IIY' 

A / .,_., ifa ¢ H 
8n(z)~8n(z' ) 

Rl0.2: 

r-laws: R12.1 : a~ T if a E Actt.,- Rl2.2: 

R12.3: 

Table 4. 

Figure 2. 

A I y--+y 
z+y~y' 

.,/ I G. I 
Z-----t>Z 'g--+'JI 

zy~y' 

y~y' if a E Act 
zlli,~zlli,' .,. 

Cl / a. I 
.,___.., y--+y 'f - t ✓ .. 1 a - , 

zlly--+z' IIY' 

a. I a. I 
.,_., Y--+Y .f - t ✓ .. 1 a - ,r, 

zly--+z' Iii,' 

T A 

z--+y a. 1[--+Z . 

Z--+Z 
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We say that two terms p and q are bisimilar, notation p ..... q, if there exists a bisimulation relation 
containing the pair (p, q). 

The transition system specification in table 4 is in tyft/tyxt-format [17] . This immediately implies 
that .-. is a congruence relation. 

Soundness and completeness of the axioms will be shown in a number of steps. First it is observed 
that every recursion free closed process expression is equal to a term consisting of the constants of 
ACP~. and sequential and alternative composition. These expressions are called basic terms. Then, 
using the notions of operational completeness and operational soundness these expressions are re
lated to transitions. Completeness of the proof system for recursion free closed terms then follows 
immediately. 

Lemma 5.2. (Soundness of ACP~,) Let p and q be closed process ACP~,-expressions. 

ACP~. + RSP + REC f- p = q => p ..... q . 

Proof. Long but straightforward. D 

Definition 5.3. The set of basic terms over ACP~, is the smallest set of ACP~.-expressions satisfying: 

• /j and f are basic terms, 

• if pis a basic term, then ap (a E ActtT) is a basic term, 

• if p,p' are basic terms, then p + p' is a basic term. 

Lemma 5.4. Let p be a basic term over ACP~ •. Ifp ~ p' (a E ActtT), then p' = f • q or p' = T • q 
for some basic term q. Moreover, p' contains at most as many function names asp. 
Proof. Use induction on the length of the derivation of p ~ p'. □ 

Lemma 5.5. Let p,p' be basic terms over ACP~, . Then there is a basic term q such that: 

1. ACP~. f- p□p' = q (□ = +, ·, ll, I), 

2. ACP~. f- D(p) = q (□ = TJ,OH)-

Proof. Use induction on the structure of basic terms. + is trivial. TJ and OH are straightforward . 
For • use induction on its left hand side. ll and I are proved simultaneously with induction on the 
number of symbols in p and q. For ll we only explore the left hand side. The basic cases are: 
clip= t:llp = o, o Io= o If= f I 6 = o, f If= f. 
The inductive cases are given by: 
(p + p')llp" = pllp" + p'llp" . With induction we know that there are basic terms q,q' such that 
pllp" = q and p'llp" = q' are provable from ACP~ •. Now pllp'' + p'llp" = q + q' which is a basic 
term. 
tpllp' = /j which is a basic term. 
apllp' = a(pllp' + p'llp + p Ip')= a(q + q' + q11

) with (a E ActT) q,q',q" basic terms and therefore 
apllp' is provable equal to a basic term. 
(p + p') I p11 = p I p11 + p' I p11 = q + q' with q, q1 basic terms, is a basic teri;; . Using the commutativity 
of the communication merge it also follows that p I (p' + p11

) is provably equal to a basic term. In the 
following lines, we will not repeat this commutativity argument again, but only treat one case. 
Now we assume that neither the left nor the right hand side of I contain as outermost symbol + or 6. 
Then we have: 
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ap I bp' = (a I b)(pll.p' + p'll.p + p Ip') = 1 (a, b)(q + q' + q") (a, b E Act) for basic terms q, q', q" if I is 
defined. 
ap I bp' = 6 if ,(a, b) is not defined. 
«: I ax= 6, «: I tx = 6, «: j Tx = 6. 
ap I Tp1 = ap I p'. 
tp j Tp1 = tp Ip', 7p j Tp1 = T(pllp' + p'll.p + p Ip') which can again be proved equal to a basic term. 
tp I ap' = 6 (a E Act,s). 
tp I tp' = t(pll.p' + p'll.p + p Ip') which is with induction provable equal to basic terms. D 

Theorem 5.6. Let p be a recursion free closed ACP~.-expression. Then there is a basic term q such 
that: 

ACP~. f- p = q. 

Proof. First eliminate all occurrences of II from p using EM!. Apply induction on the newly obtained 
term p'. If p' = «:, 6, a( E Act), t, 7 then the basic terms are respectively: i, 6, at, ti and H. For binary 
operators D ( □ = +,·,IL. I) p = p'□p" it follows with induction that p' and p" are provably equal to 
basic terms q', q". Then lemma 5.5 yields q' □q" = q with q a basic term . For the unary operators a 
similar argument can be applied. D 

The following notation is an abbreviation that turns out to be very useful. See for some examples for 
instance [15]. 

Notation 5.7. (Summand inclusion). Let p,p' be ACP~.-terms. We write p s;; p' for p+ p' = p'. 

The following lemmas relate summand inclusion to the operational rules in table 4. They state 
that if a process p can perform an a-step (p -=--. p') then it is provable that ap' is a summand of p. A 
weak variant of the converse also holds. 

Lemma 5.8. (Operational soundness) Let p,p' be ACP~,-terms and Jet a E Acttr: 

ACP~. + REC f- a.p' ~ p ⇒ 3p" p ~ p" and p" .!:! p', 

ACP~. + REC f- i ~ p ⇒ 3p' p ~ p'. 

Proof. Direct using the soundness lemma 5.2 

Lemma 5.9. (Operational completeness) Let p,p' be ACP~,-terms and let a E Acttr: 

p ~ p' ⇒ ACP~. + REC f- ap' s;; p, 

✓ I t p --+ p ⇒ ACP 'TE + REC f- t: s;; p. 

Proof. Straightforward induction on the proof of p ~ p' and p ~ p1
• 

D 

D 

Notation 5.10. Let p and q be ACP~.-terms. p =. q stands for: if p ~ p' ⇒ 3q' q ~ q' and 
p1 !::!. q1

• p !:::. q is used to abbreviate the converse. Note that the notation introduced here resembles 
respectively clause 1 and 2 in the definition of bisimulation. 

Lemma 5.11. Let p and q be basic terms over ACP~.- Then: 

1. Ifp =.q then ACP~. f- p ~ q, 

2. If p !:::. q then ACP~. f- p 2 q, 
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3. If p ~ q then ACP~, I- p = q. 

Proof. We use induction on the structure of both p and q, simultaneously. The proof employs the 
operational sound and completeness lemmas . 

Basis. First 1 is proved. Suppose that p = E. E -+ q =} q ~ q' =} ACP~, I- f ~ q. Sup
pose p = 8. This case is trivial using axiom A6. 2 follows in the same way. 3 follows directly using 1 
and 2. 
Induction. First consider 1. Suppose p = Pl + P2 := q. This implies that Pl := q and P2 -+ q. 
Using 1 inductively yields: ACP~, I- p1 ~ q and ACP~, I- p2 ~ q. Now using axiom Al leads to 
ACP~, I- Pl+ P2 ~ q. Suppose that p = ap1 -+ q. Note that Pl has a simpler structure than p. There 
is a p2 such that p ~ p2 ~ p1 . By bisimulation it follows that there is a q1 such that q ~ q1, 
p1 ~ P2 ~ q1. By lemma 5.4 q1 has the form T · r or f · r with r a basic term. Define a basic term q2 

to be T · r or r, respectively. Note that p1 ._. q2 and q2 does not contain more function symbols than q. 
With the induction hypothesis conclude that ACP~, I- Pl = q2. By operational completeness we can 
show that ACP~, I- aq1 ~ q. Therefore, ACP~, I- aq2 ~ q and thus ACP~, I- ap1 ~ q. 2 follows in the 
same way. In case 3 we can conclude from 1, 2 and p ~ q that ACP~, I- p ~ q and ACP~, I- q ~ p. 
Hence, ACP~, I- p = q. □ 

Theorem 5.12. (Completeness) Let p and q be recursion free closed process ACP~,-expressions. It 
holds that: 

p ~ q <=} ACP~, I- p = q 

Proof. ¢= follows immediately from 5.2::} can be proved as follows. Suppose p ~ q. Then there are 
basic terms p1 and q' that are provably equivalent top and q. With soundness it follows that p1 ~ q'. 
An application of the previous lemma yields ACP~, I- p' = q'. Connecting all parts completes the 
~~ D 

The completeness proof only applies to recursion free, closed terms. The proof can be extended to 
closed terms, using the power of RSP, but we think that this deviates too much from the main purpose 
of this paper. 

6 Relating ACP u to ACP~f 

Real time specifications contain more information than specifications in ACP n · One is not always 
interested in the time information and therefore , one sometimes likes to work in the setting of ACP-r,. 
However, it is interesting to know what an ACP n process means in terms of the timing of ACP~,, 
for instance when specifications where time does not play a role are combined with specifications 
where time is important. Here we give a translation of ACP n processes into ACP~,, thereby fixing 
an intuition about time in ACP n. 

The sequential composition in ACP .,., describes that its left argument must happen before its right 
argument with an arbitrary delay in between. We use A to model this delay. Moreover, a general 
delay is put in front and after every process to indicate that it may start after an undefined amount 
of time and that time can proceed after the process has been terminated. E.g. a is translated to AaD. 
and a ·b is translated to AaAbA. Note that somehow this intuition conflicts with the intuition adopted 
when testing processes [10] where the delay between actions that are not blocked, is bounded. 

For more complex processes the translation is slightly more complicated. The translation of a + b 
is 6(a6 + bA) as the choice between a and b is externally determinable. In order to achieve this, the 
translation is divided into two parts, T1 and T2 . T1 is used to put a D. in front of the actions while T2 
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translates a term in such a way that first an action a(# t) must happen . There is one exception to 
this rule. The T2-translation of r is r!l and can therefore start with at action. 

Definition 6.1. The real time translations T1 and T2 from closed ACP u expressions to closed ACP~. 
expressions are defined by: 

T2(a) = a!l (a E ActT), 
T2(6) = 6, 
T2(E) = E, 

T2(x + y) = T2(x) + T2(y), 
T2(x · y) = T2(x) · T2(y), 
T2(x II y) = T2(xlly + yllx + x I y), 
T2(xlly) = T2(x)llT1(y), 
T2(x I y) = T2(x) I T2(y), 
T2(8H(x)) = OH(T2(x)), 
T2(r1(x)) = r1(T2(x)), 
T2( < xlE >) =< xlT2(E) >, 
T2(x) = x. 

For a guarded recursive specification E, T2(E) is defined as: 

The following lemmas are used to prove that the T1 and T2-translations of identities derivable in 
ACP T< are also valid and derivable in ACP~ •. 

Definition 6.2. Let u be a substitution, mapping variables to ACP~.-terms. We define the substi
tution ur2 by (x is a variable) : 

Lemma 6.3. Let p be an ACP~. expression and let u be a substitution: 

Proof. Use induction on the structure of p. 

Lemma 6.4. We have the following fact: 

Proof. It is shown that both sides satisfy the equation X = tX + T2(x II y). 
T1(x) II T1(Y) = T1(x)llT1(y) + T1(y)llT1(x) + T1(x) I T1(y) = 
flT2(x)llT1(y) + flT2(y)llT1(x) + flT2(x) I flT2(y) = 
T2(x)llT1(y) + T2(y)llT1(x) + t(Ti(x) II T1(y)) + T2(x) I T2(y) = 
T2(x II y) + t(T1(x) II Ti(y)) 

□ 

□ 
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Lemma 6.5. Let p, p1 be ACP.,.. expressions. Then: 

ACP.,.. +REC+ RSP I- p = p' => ACP~. +REC+ RSP I- T2(p) = T2(p1
) 

Proof. This lemma will be proved on the depth of the proof of p = p'. As a basic case p = p1 

can be an instantiation of REC or an axiom ACP .,.. or it can be an equational inference rule without 
premisses. Checking the axioms Al , .. ,A9 is completely trivial and therefore left out. Checking the 
reflexivity rule (p = p) of equational reasoning is also straightforward. 
Tl: T2(aT) = T2(a)T2(T) = aATA = aTA = aA = T2(a) 
T2: T2(T + t:) = T2(T) + T2(t:) =TA+ t: = (T + t:)(A + t:) + f = T(A + t:) +A+ f + f =TA= T2(T) 
T3: T2(a(Tx + y)) = aA(TAT2(x) + T2(y)) = a(tA(TAT2(x) + T2(y)) + TAT2(x) + T2(y)) = 
= T2(a(Tx + y)) + aAT2(x) = T2(a(TX + y)) + ax) 
EMl : trivial 
EM2: T2(t:ll.x) = T2(t:)ll.T1(x) = t:ll.T1(x) = 6 = T2(6) 
EM3: T2(axll.y) = aAT2(x)ll.T1(y) = a(AT2(x) II T1(y)) = a(T1(x) II T1(y)) = aAT2(x II y) = 
T2(a(x II y)) 
EM4: T2((x + y)ll.z) = (T2(x) + T2(y)) II.Ti (z ) = T2(x) 11. T1 (z) + T2(y)ll. Ti (z) = T2(xll.z + yll.z) 
EMS: trivial 
EM6: T2(t: It:)= f If= f = T2(t:) 
EM7: T2(1: I ax)= t: I T2(ax) = 8 = T2(8) 
EM8: T2(ax I by) = aAT2(x) I bAT2(y) = (a I b)(AT2(x) II AT2(y)) = (a I b)AT2(x II y) = 
T2(1'(a, b)(x II y)) if 'Y(a, b) defined. Otherwise, 6 = T2(8) results . 
EM9: trivial 
EMl0: T2(Txll.y) = TAT2(x)ll.T1(y) = T(AT2(x) II Ti(y)) = TAT2(x II y) = T2(T(x II y)) 
EMll: T2(t: I TX)= t: I TAT2(x) = t: I (tAT2(x) + T2(x)) = t: I T2(x) = T2(t: Ix) 
EM12: T2(Tx I ay) = TAT2(x) I aAT2(Y) = AT2(x) I aAT2(y) = T2(x) I T2(ay) + tT2(x) I aAT2(y) = 
T2(x) I T2(ay) = T2(x I ay) 
EM13: T2(Tx I TY)= TAT2(x) I TAT2(y) = T(AT2(x) I AT2(y)) = TAT2(x II y) = T2(T(x II y)) 
Checking D1-D4,DT,DE,TE,Tll-TI5 goes in the same way. 
REC: T2( <XIE>)=< XIT2(E) >=< T2(Px )IT2(E) >= T2( < PxlE >) 

Now we check the inference rules. As they all go in the same way we only consider RSP and the 
congruence rule for the parallel operator. 

Suppose RSP is the last inference rule used to conclude that a(x) =< xlE >. We must show that 
we can find a proof for T2(a(x)) = T2( < xlE >),which is by definition equal to aT2 (x) =< xlT2(E) >. 
By induction there is a proof for T2(a(E)) which is, using lemma 6.3, the same as aT2 (T2(E)). By 
applying RSP it follows that aT2 (x) =< xlT2(E) > , which is exactly what we had to prove. 

Suppose the last inference rule used is 

Pl = q1 P2 = q2 
Pl II P2 = q1 II q2 . 

By induction we have a proof for T2(P1) = T2(q1) and T2(p2) = T2(q2). From this we can derive 
T2(p1) ll.AT2(P2) + T2(P2)IL AT2(p1) + T2(P1) I T2(P2) = T2(q1) 11. AT2(q2) + T2(q2) ILAT2(q1) + T2(q1) I 
T2(q2). This is exactly equal to T2(P1 II P2) = T2(q1 II q2), which we had to prove. □ 

Theorem 6.6. Let p, p1 be ACP .,.,-expressions. Then : 

ACP .,.. +REC+ RSP I- p = p' => ACP~. +REC+ RSP I- T1 (p) = T1 (p') 

Proof. From ACP.,., +REC+ RSP I- p = p' it follows by lemma 6.5 that ACP.,.. +REC+ RSP I
T2(p) = T2(p'). By placing a general delay for T2(p) and T2(p') it follows that ACP.,.,+REC+RSP I-
T1(p) = T1(p'). □ 
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We are now able to explain why theorem 6.6 requires an unusual approach to the communication 
merge. The reason can be found in the T2-translation of the term (-ra 1-rb) which is (-rtiafi I -rtibti). 
If we adopt the traditional law for 7 and J, i.e . -rx I y = x I y [6], which holds when dropping -r in 
rule 7.2 in table 4, we would be able to prove (-ra I -rb) = a I b. But T2(a I b) # T2(-ra I -rb), as 
the right hand side can do a t step while the left hand side cannot. So, without the axioms for the 
communication merge, theorem 6.6 does not hold. 

7 Concluding remarks 

This artide presented a process algebra that contains the basic features to reason about distributed, 
real time systems . Comparing this work with other timed process algebras and studying possible 
extensions should reveal the weaker and stronger points of different approaches. It is our hope that 
this will lead to a common and generally applicable algebra. 

Although we cannot possibly be complete, we mention some work in which timed process algebras 
are introduced. In 1983 MILNER presented SCCS [21] in which all actions take unit time. Although 
time is important in this work, we think that a unit time duration of actions is not appropriate for real 
time algebras. Recently, MOLLER & T0FTS have proposed timed CCS [24] which differs mainly from 
our work because their choice constructs (there are two different ones) are both time deterministic . 
We find these deterministic choices also in [18, 25] . But these articles allow time to continue when 
no actions can happen, e.g. 8{a}(a) can perform time steps. In [18] the process t · a can perform an 
a action after one or more time steps. Such an unrestrained semantics may lead to difficulties when 
specifying systems where actions must be performed within strict time intervals. 

There are many open questions in the area of real time process algebras. One of the most often 
raised questions is how dense time can be incorporated in process algebra. Work of BAETEN & 
BERGSTRA [1] shows that this is far from trivial. Especially, - as was also noted in [24] - it is hard 
to find a complete axiomatization . Other questions concern notions such as fairness and liveness in a 
setting where time is explicit. Also performance issues can be studied, but this depends very much 
on the possibility to add probabilities to the formalism [14]. 

Acknowledgements. I thank Alban Ponse, Frits Vaandrager and Fer-Jan de Vries for their helpful 
comments. 
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